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Hospital workers often experience burnout due to the demanding job responsibilities and long
work hours. Data yielding from ambulatory monitoring combined with machine learning
algorithms can a®ord us a better understanding of the naturalistic processes that contribute to
this burnout. Motivated by the challenges related to the accurate tracking of well-being in reallife, prior work has investigated group-speci¯c machine learning (GS-ML) models that are
tailored to groups of participants. We examine a novel GS-ML for estimating well-being from
real-life multimodal measures collected in situ from hospital workers. In contrast to the majority
of prior work that uses pre-determined clustering criteria, we propose an iterative procedure
that re¯nes participant clusters based on the representations learned by the GS-ML models.
Motivated by prior work that highlights the di®erential impact of job demands on well-being,
we further explore the participant clusters in terms of demography and job-related attributes.
Results indicate that the GS-ML models mostly outperform general models in estimating wellbeing constructs. The GS-ML models further depict di®erent degrees of predictive power for
each participant cluster, as distinguished upon age, education, occupational role, and number of
supervisees. The observed discrepancies with respect to the GS-ML model decisions are discussed in association with algorithmic bias.
Keywords: Well-being; hospital workers; group-speci¯c machine learning; clustering; algorithmic
bias.
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1. Introduction
Hospital workers depict higher levels of exhaustion, burnout, and distress compared
to other professionals [12, 53, 46]. Factors that contribute to this physical and
emotional strain include the long hours of work, the pressure to provide quality care
despite the increased workload, the high-stake conditions that call for rapid decisionmaking, and the large administrative requirements [18, 51]. In addition to these, the
added pressure in hospital systems that yields from a worldwide rapidly aging
population, growing prevalence of chronic conditions, and increasingly overcrowded
urban areas causing the spread of infectious diseases [5, 45], can inadvertently impact
the productivity, personal well-being, and overall quality of life of hospital workers [13, 28]. Therefore, it is impending to ¯nd e®ective ways to ensure the well-being
of the healthcare workforce.
Cutting-edge mobile technologies combined with advanced data analytics, such as
machine learning (ML), provide the opportunity to monitor individuals in their
natural environment and infer information on their mental state, a®ect, and social
interactions, as well as the context in which these occur. This allows us to capture the
naturalistic onset and dynamic processes of stressful events that contribute to the
degradation of well-being and performance [55, 61]. It also helps overcome limitations of conventional measurement instruments, such as self-reports, related to retrospective bias, subjectivity, and temporal sensitivity. Therefore, ambulatory data
yielding from such mobile technologies can provide valuable information for designing tailored interventions that can be administered at the time of highest need
(e.g. immediately after a patient's death), pinpoint to behaviors that are disruptive
of one' well-being (e.g. prolonged stress), contribute to interrupting maladaptive
trajectories, and eventually prevent adverse long-term outcomes [27, 48, 56, 59].
While ambulatory assessment comes with promising opportunities, there are
various challenges associated with implementing these technologies. Such challenges
stem from the noisy and highly unstructured recording conditions, the measurement
noise and interference in the recording devices, and the inherently large data variability within and across individuals [9, 25, 49]. A particularly promising direction in
obtaining accurate estimates of one's well-being through ambulatory data lies in the
design of personalized and group-speci¯c models [10]. The ¯rst tailor their decisions
to a target participant [3, 36] and the second cluster participants into groups,
followed by adjusting their decision to each group separately [7, 19, 20, 29, 31, 52, 57,
64, 65]. Adapting ML models to a certain individual or group of people yields
improved performance in estimating human outcomes compared to general models,
which assume a common data representation for all participants. Taylor et al.
demonstrated that group-speci¯c machine learning (GS-ML) models can achieve an
absolute improvement that ranges between 11% and 21% for predicting mood and
stress compared to general models [57]. Similarly, Gupta et al. found a 6% absolute
increase in performance for detecting interpersonal con°ict between romantic
couples [19, 20].
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The majority of work on GS-ML models pre-de¯nes a set of participant clustering
criteria, that moderate the association between the input and output space. Prior
work has examined participants' clustering pro¯les in GS-ML models in association
to demographic, psychological, and behavioral attributes. Demographic and behavioral characteristics (e.g. gender, education background, and prior task experience) comprised important clustering factors for modeling task performance in a
game-based scenario [52]. Attributes related to personality (e.g. agreeableness) and
daily routine (e.g. daily sleep quality) were identi¯ed as useful criteria for clustering
participants when predicting measures of daily well-being [57]. One's level of expressiveness was further posited as an important clustering criterion for estimating
mental e®ort during a cognitive task [29]. Finally, in the context of interpersonal
interactions, GS-ML models that clustered couples based on relationship characteristics (e.g. attachment, satisfaction) showed promising performance for reliably
identifying instances of interpersonal con°ict [19, 20].
Despite the high predictive ability and interpretability of GS-ML models, their
dependence on participants' demographic, behavioral, and personality characteristics suggests the risk of inadvertently biasing automated decisions for certain
groups of individuals. In fact, recent work reveals the presence of demographic bias in
ML algorithms that yields from non-uniformly distributed data samples, features, or
labels [42, 44, 50]. For instance, participants of a certain demographic group might
depict distinct feature distributions due to biological or non-biological reasons (e.g.
biological di®erences between male and female participants resulting in skewed
distributions of prosodic features, race and socioeconomic status (SES) in°uencing
one's social identity and thus, their talking style) [15, 63]. Also, psychological traits
might a®ect participants' responses in survey-based assessments (e.g. conscientiousness and agreeableness positively a®ecting response compliance [6, 22]), which
can skew the labels employed to learn the ML models, and therefore bias the corresponding decisions for certain groups of participants. Speci¯cally in regard to the
considered samples of hospital workers, job demands and decision latitude a®ect
well-being with increased job demands and overcommitment associated with higher
levels of anxiety [35]. High work pace and job demands have been further linked to
high levels of stress and burnout [14]. These suggest that job-related characteristics
of hospital workers can be particularly relevant to GS-ML models of well-being,
potentially a®ecting their performance and contributing to algorithmic biases.
Here we explore GS-ML models for estimating well-being outcomes of hospital
workers based on longitudinal multimodal measures of physiology and speech collected by ambulatory devices in a real-life setting. The ¯rst part of the paper focuses
on the design of GS-ML models through a novel learning algorithm, referred to as
¯ne-tuning with iterative participant clustering (FTIPC). FTIPC relies on an iterative process that alternates between clustering participants based on the learned
multimodal representations (i.e. rather than pre-de¯ned participant attributes) and
¯ne-tuning a general model for each participant cluster. GS-ML models are evaluated
based on their ability to estimate well-being outcomes related to activity type, stress,
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sleep, and positive and negative a®ect using multimodal data from 154 hospital
workers [40]. Results indicate that the proposed GS-ML models learned by the
FTIPC algorithm outperform in most cases a general model, as well as a GS-ML
model that does not employ iterative participant clustering, in estimating the corresponding well-being outcomes. The second part of the paper aims to analyze the
attributes of participants in the clusters resulting from the GS-ML models. Motivated by prior work that indicates the di®erential e®ect of job demands and job
requirements on hospital workers' well-being [14, 35], we explore participants'
clusters in terms of demographic and job-related attributes. We observe that the GSML models result in participant clusters that can be di®erentiated based on age,
education, occupational role, and number of supervisees. The resulting participant
clusters were found to be signi¯cantly di®erent with respect to the corresponding
well-being outcomes and multimodal measures. Results further suggest that the
performance of the GS-ML models varies across participant clusters with well-being
outcomes being more accurately estimated for some clusters compared to others.
These di®erences in data and ML decisions across participant clusters are discussed
in association with biased decision-making and algorithmic fairness.
2. Prior Work
In this section, we summarize prior work that has developed ML using ambulatorybased data. We further describe the main approaches on personalized ML and GPML models, as well as the fairly limited prior research on algorithmic bias when
modeling human outcomes. Finally, we discuss the contributions of our work compared to the existing literature.
A large number of research articles has focused on ML for estimating and predicting physical and mental health outcomes using multimodal data. In regard to the
prediction of physical health outcomes, Albert et al. used ambulatory methods
sensors to collect data from patients with spinal cord injury for the purposes of
activity recognition performed through a support vector machine (SVM) [4]. Heldberg et al. employed wearable devices that measured electrodermal activity and
acceleration for seizure detection. The two signals were used to extract 56 features
and k-nearest neighbor and random forest algorithms were used for classi¯cation [21].
Nait et al. explored fall risk factors in elderly adults via wearable sensors, physical
tests, and questionnaires. These were used to predict falls using time-dependent
neural networks [41]. Tomba et al. detected stress by extracting acoustic features
from speech signals, which were the input to SVM and neural network models [60]. A
large amount of work has further focused on sensor data, that collect audio, video,
and physiological signals, to estimate indices related to mental health, including
stress, anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and bipolar disorder. Indicatively, Gideon et al., have leveraged acoustic and linguistic measures extracted
from audio data to detect aphasic speech [16]. Mitra et al. has employed articulatory
trajectories of speech production, acoustic–phonetic characteristics, and prosodic
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measures to estimate self-reported depression scores [39]. Gjoreski et al. leveraged
signals obtained by commercial wrist-worn wearable devices (e.g. accelerometry,
heart rate) to estimate one's stress levels. A detailed review of similar studies is
presented in [58].
Personalized ML and GS-ML models can e®ectively address the inherent interindividual variability in human behavior and provide accurate estimates of human
outcomes. Personalized models are trained or adapted using data samples from each
individual, therefore achieving high predictive ability [10]. Despite their e®ectiveness,
such models require data samples from each person and each type of behavior 


even the ones that occur on a low-base frequency 

 therefore might not always be
generalizable. GS-ML models rely on grouping participants with similar 

 usually
pre-de¯ned 

 characteristics into clusters, and subsequently learning or adjusting a
model for each cluster of participants. A signi¯cant line of work has attempted to
learn separate models for each cluster of participants, which were independently or
jointly trained. For example, Koldijk et al. and Xu et al. trained separate models for
each cluster to detect instances of increased stress [29, 64]. Bertsimas et al. jointly
trained separate learners based on a target optimization criterion [7]. Lane et al.
proposed an ensemble learning method to jointly recover the samples that are most
valuable to each group of participants for an outcome of interest [31]. Another line of
work in GS-ML models relies on hierarchical approaches, according to which a
general model is ¯rst learned using data from all participants, and then ¯ne-tuned for
each cluster of participants. Taylor et al. implemented such models using multi-task
learning through multi-kernel learning and hierarchical Bayesian models [57]. Gujral
et al. and Gupta et al. used a similar approach for detecting interpersonal con°ict
between romantic couples by clustering participants based on pre-de¯ned traits (e.g.
relationship satisfaction, attachment) [19, 20].
Previous studies indicate the presence of social bias in ML models that predict risk
factors of physical health [17, 43]. Potential factors contributing to such bias include
suboptimal data sampling, measurement error in data labels, and heterogeneity of
decision thresholds for di®erent populations. Suboptimal data sampling can occur
when data of participants from a certain group depict distinct distribution from
other groups [42, 44, 50]. For example, the range of fundamental frequency in speech
is di®erent between male and female participants [63]. One's talking style might be
di®erent depending on their race and SES, which tend to in°uence individuals' social
identity and self-esteem [42, 50]. Certain demographic groups may also employ different technological equipment (e.g. microphones, wearable devices) when recording
their data, potentially due to di®erences related to age or gender preferences and
SES. This might result in recordings of diverse quality that might bias the learned
data representations. Since di®erent groups might have varying degrees of tolerance
with respect to stressful situations and high job demands (e.g. due to prior life
experiences), algorithmic bias might also result from applying the same decision
threshold for the estimating outcome of interest to all groups [50].
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The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) In contrast to the majority of
prior work on group-speci¯c models that employs pre-determined criteria for clustering participants [19, 20, 29, 57, 64], we introduce an iterative process in which we
group participants based on representations learned by the GS-ML models, followed
by re-learning the GS-ML models based on the revised participant clustering. In this
way models learn feature transformations for both reliably estimating the considered
well-being outcomes and identifying clusters of participants that depict similar
associations between the learned feature representations and outcomes of interest;
(2) We provide unique insights into the resulting participant clusters of the proposed
GS-ML models, highlighting potential sources of algorithmic bias yielding from these
models; and (3) We study a unique population (i.e. hospital workers) who perform
complex and highly demanding tasks, a challenging dataset due to confounders from
variable job responsibilities and environmental settings.
3. Data Description
The data used in this paper are part of the TILES-2018 dataset [40], a longitudinal
multimodal corpus of physiological and behavioral data that captures behavioral
states, well-being markers, and job performance of clinical providers in a real-life
hospital environment. Our data include 154 hospital workers and are collected over
the course of 10 weeks (4156 samples) through Internet-of-Things Bluetooth data
hubs installed in the hospital environment, wearable sensors, and participants'
smartphone devices. Physiological data of heart activity, physical activity, sleep, and
breathing activity were recorded by the Fitbit Charge 2 wristband [1] and the
OMsignal smart garment, a wearable T-shirt for men and sports bra for women.
Audio signals were captured using the Unihertz Jelly Pro smartphone, which has a
lapel microphone embedded. In order to preserve the privacy of the participants, the
actual audio signals were not recorded, rather than the corresponding acoustic
measures were extracted on-the-°y using the Unihertz Jelly Pro smartphone [2].
Ecological Momentary Assessments (EMAs) were used to assess one's well-being,
including stress, sleep, positive a®ect, negative a®ect, and activity type. EMAs were
administered once every two days during the span of the study. Speci¯cally, stress
was measured through a single question that read ``Overall, how would you rate your
current level of stress?" on a 1–5 scale. Sleep information was assessed by asking
participants regarding the number hours they had slept the previous night. Positive
and negative a®ect were obtained using the PANAS-Short Scale [34]. Finally, the
type of activity was captured through a 1–12 scale indicating the speci¯c activity the
participant was engaged in. Physiological and acoustic measures served as the input
features of the ML models explored in this paper, while EMA constructs were the
outcomes of the ML models estimated through regression.
Participant characteristics were registered in the beginning of the study, including
gender (Gender), age (Age), language (Language), education (Education), occupational role in the hospital (Occupation), total household income (Income), the
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number of people one supervises (# Supervisees), the duration one has been working
for the current employer (Employment Duration), whether one is born in the U.S.
(Born US), is a full-time or part-time worker (Job Status), and is supervising or
managing anyone at work (Supervise). There were measured through a survey in the
beginning of the study, which is provided in Appendix A. The histograms of the
corresponding participant characteristics, which were employed in order to interpret
the resulting clusters of the GS-ML models, are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Histograms of participants' demographic and job-related characteristics.

4. Methodology
We will describe the feature extraction method (Sec. 4.1), the algorithm proposed
using FTIPC for the GS-ML models (Sec. 4.2), as well as our approach to interpret
the clusters resulting by the GS-ML models and examine potential biases resulting
from the FTIPC algorithm (Sec. 4.3).
4.1. Feature extraction
We used 25 features collected by the Fitbit Charge 2, that are indicative of physical
activity, heart activity, and sleep activity. We further extracted 29 acoustic features
from the Unihertz Jelly Pro related to motor timing parameters of speech production
(e.g. voice probability), prosody and intonation (e.g. F0, audio signal norm), and
frequency modulation (e.g. spectral coe±cients). Finally, we obtained 15 time-based
and frequency-based features from the electrocardiogram (ECG), respiration, and
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acceleration signals recorded by the OMsignal smart garment [40]. These are summarized in Table 1. The resulting 69-dimensional feature space was normalized using
the min–max feature normalization. Linear interpolation, conducted based on each
participant's samples, was used for estimating the missing data points.
Table 1.
Type

Device

Description of multimodal ambulatory features.
Feature description

# Features

Wrist-worn

Fitbit
Charge 2

Upper/lower threshold of cardio activity range (CAR)
*/fat burn activity range (FBAR)*/peak activity
range (PAR)*/out of zone activity range (OORAR)
*, number of minutes and calories burned in CAR/
FBAR/PAR/OORAR, number of steps, minutes
awake, minutes in deep/light/REM/non-REM sleep,
minutes asleep, minutes in bed, sleep e±ciency

25

Chest-worn

OMsignal
smart
garment

Breathing rate, heart rate, intensity, average heart rate,
average X=Y =Z acceleration, ECG root mean square
of ¯rst R–R interval di®erence, ECG total power,
ECG very low-/low-/high-frequency power, ECG
low-to-high frequency power

15

Acoustic

Unihertz
Jelly Pro

Jitter, jitter ¯rst-order derivative, shimmer, fundamental frequency 

 F0 (average, average of smoothed
contour, average of smoothed contour envelope),
harmonic-to-noise ratio, voice probability, audio
signal norm, audio signal norm computed with RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA)–Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) methodology, energy, zero-crossing
rate, intensity, loudness, fast Fourier transform
(FFT) magnitude (250–650, 1000–4000 Hz), spectral
roll-o® of interquartile range (0–25%, 25–50%, 50–
75%, 75–90%), FFT magnitude spectral °ux, FFT
magnitude spectral centroid/entropy/variance/
skewness/kurtosis/slope, FFT magnitude sharpness/
harmonicity

29

Note: *OORAR/FBAR/CAR/PAR: 0–50%/50–69%/70–85%/85–100% of maximum heart rate.

4.2. GS-ML models: FTIPC
The proposed GS-ML models learn feature transformations for both reliably estimating the considered well-being outcomes and identifying clusters of participants
that depict similar associations between the learned feature representations and
outcomes of interest. FTIPC relies on an iterative procedure, that uses all data
samples to pre-train a general ML model for all participants, then clusters participants into groups based on the learned model representations, followed by ¯netuning the general model to each participant cluster. This process is summarized in
Algorithm 1 and Fig. 2.
During the ¯rst iteration (i ¼ 1) of the FTIPC algorithm, a feedforward neural
network (FNN) is ¯rst trained on data from all samples, resulting in a general model.
Participant clusters are initialized using K -means on the original feature space
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Algorithm 1. Learning GS-ML Models using FTIPC
Cluster participants with K-means based on the original feature space
N = Number of Iterations
K = Number of Groups
for i = 1 to N do Train FNN on all data samples
for j = 1 to K do Fine-tune FNN on samples from group j
if j == K then Perform K-means on the learned data representations
Evaluate model

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of proposed GS-ML model that implements FTIPC. Participant clusters are initialized at Iteration 1 through K -means based on the multimodal input features. A FNN learned
based on all samples is then ¯ne-tuned for each cluster separately. The representations learned by the GSML models in Iteration 1 comprise the input to K -means clustering, used to determine the participant
cluster for Iteration 2. FNN ¯ne-tuning is then performed for each participant cluster. This iterative
process is repeated N times.

(Sec. 4.1). Following that, GS-ML models are separately ¯ne-tuned using data
samples from each participant cluster, resulting in as many models as the number of
groups K . Fine-tuning is performed on all layers of the network.
In the next iterations (i ¼ 2; . . . ; N ), participant clustering relies on the K -means
algorithm whose input comprises of the representations learned by the GS-ML
models. Following that, a general FNN is trained using samples from all data and
then ¯ne-tuned for each participant cluster separately. Fine-tuning is performed on
all layers of each FNN and the ¯nal number of models is the same as the number of
participant clusters. The interchange between participant clustering and ¯ne-tuning
of the GS-ML models based on the resulting clusters is repeated multiple times,
denoted here as N .
The proposed FTIPC method uses a three-layer FFN with 69 nodes in the ¯rst
layer (i.e. as many as the number of features), 30 nodes in the second layer, and 1
node at the output. Training was performed using ADAM optimization [26] of the
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mean square error loss with a learning rate of 0.001. We perform early stopping by
monitoring the loss to determine when to terminate the model training. The recti¯ed
linear activation function (ReLU) is used for all hidden layers and the iterative
clustering is repeated N ¼ 10 times. The above hyper-parameters were empirically
identi¯ed based on our data. Results are reported using K ¼ 3 clusters, which was
determined by the Dunn index [33].
The GS-ML model learned through FTIPC (Sec. 4.2) is compared to two baselines. The ¯rst baseline is a general model that comprises of a two-layer FFN with 69
input nodes and 1 output node, in which no participant clustering nor ¯ne-tuning is
performed (Baseline 1). The second baseline is a GS-ML model that uses a threelayer FFN with 69 nodes in the ¯rst layer, 30 nodes in the second layer, and 1 node in
the output layer (Baseline 2). In this baseline, K -means to performs participant
clustering on the original feature space, followed by a one-time FNN ¯ne tuning
on each group of participants. While both Baseline 2 and the proposed approach
are GS-ML models, Baseline 2 performs participant clustering only once on
the original feature space. In contrast the FTIPC learning of the proposed GS-ML
iteratively re¯nes the participant clusters based on the learned representations by
the FNN.
Quantitative evaluation is conducted by comparing the actual and estimated
values of the target outcomes through the Spearman's correlation coe±cient for both
the proposed GS-ML with FTIPC and the baseline models. Results are reported
using a 10-fold strati¯ed cross-validation, in which samples from the same participant are included either in the train or test set.
4.3. Interpreting participant clusters and examining algorithmic bias
The participant clusters formed by the GS-ML models learned by FTIPC are
interpreted according to participants' demographic and job-related characteristics
(Sec. 3, Fig. 1). We compute the mean and variance of all participant characteristics
for each cluster. The characteristics with the lowest variance are the ones that are
used to characterize and inspect each participant cluster.
We investigate algorithmic bias along the dimensions of data and decision bias.
We examine data bias by identifying signi¯cant di®erences across the participant
clusters learned by the GS-ML models in terms of feature and label distributions. For
this purpose, we conduct an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each multimodal
feature and well-being outcome measure. To obtain preliminary insights on decision
bias, we also investigate whether the performance of the group-speci¯c GS-ML
models is di®erent across the resulting clusters of participants. This will help us
understand whether the proposed GS-ML models learned by FTIPC are e®ective for
estimating well-being outcomes for certain groups of hospital workers and not effective for others. Finally, we conduct a post hoc analysis through a t-test in order to
identify signi¯cant di®erences between actual and predicted outcomes for each
group, which will contribute to our understanding on di®erential decision bias across
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groups (i.e. the extent to which well-being outcomes are overestimated or underestimated for speci¯c groups).
5. Results
Our results indicate that the GS-ML models learned by the proposed FTIPC method
yield better performance compared to the baseline approaches for sleep, positive
a®ect, and activity type, while they provide slightly degraded performance compared
to the general models (Baseline 1) for stress and negative a®ect (Table 2). Positive
a®ect depicts the greatest improvement with the proposed method providing approximately 0.07 absolute increase in Spearman's correlation from the best baseline.
The proposed GS-ML models with FTIPC learning perform better compared to GSML without iterative participant clustering (Baseline 2) for all well-being constructs.
We further examine the performance of the models for each modality separately
(Table 3). The estimation of the sleep outcome depicts degraded accuracy when
removing measures from the wrist-worn Fitbit device from the feature space, since
these are highly correlated to sleep. The chest-worn features obtained from the
OMsignal smart garment are not e®ective for estimating the type of activity. A
potential reason for this might be that the chest-worn features only include physiological information, while the type of activity heavily relies on contextual factors.

Table 2. Spearman's correlation coe±cient between actual and
estimated constructs using the combination of multimodal
features with proposed GS-ML models learned using FTIPC and
the baseline models.
Construct
Stress
Sleep
Positive a®ect
Negative a®ect
Activity

Baseline 1

Baseline 2

FTIPC (proposed)

0.071
0.363
0.063
0.029
0.119

0.024
0.320
0.036
0.084
0.071

0.067
0.373*
0.129*
0.026
0.126*

Note: *Signi¯cant di®erence between proposed and baseline
models (p < 0:01).

Table 3. Spearman's correlation coe±cient between actual
and estimated constructs for di®erent types of features with the
proposed GS-ML models learned using FTIPC.
Feature type
Construct
Stress
Sleep
Positive a®ect
Negative a®ect
Activity

Wrist-worn

Chest-worn

Acoustic

0.066
0.448
0.096
0.083
0.123

0.051
0.111
0.102
0.009
0.026

0.026
0.0812
0.049
0.022
0.107
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Finally, positive a®ect is predicted worst by the acoustic features and best by the
chest-worn features, potentially indicating that physiological information is useful
for this construct.
In order to provide insights into the training process of the GS-ML models, we
present visualizations of the initial and intermediate participant clusters of the
negative a®ect (Figs. 3(a)–3(f)) and activity (Figs. 3(g)–3(l)) outcomes. We also
report the percentage of similarity S between the previous and current cluster for
each iteration in order to better understand the variability of representation clustering across consecutive iterations. We notice that the participant clusters yielding
by the FTIPC learning of negative a®ect drastically change across iterations,
while the corresponding participant clusters for the FTIPC learning of activity
type converge quickly depicting only minor changes across iterations. This lack of

(a) n ¼ 1 (initial cluster)

(g) n ¼ 1 (initial cluster)

(b) n ¼ 2: S ¼ 34:4%

(h) n ¼ 2: S ¼ 31:6%

(c) n ¼ 3: S ¼ 37:6%

(i) n ¼ 3: S ¼ 98:7%

(d) n ¼ 4: S ¼ 38:3%

(j) n ¼ 4: S ¼ 98:7%

(e) n ¼ 5: S ¼ 99:3%

(k) n ¼ 5: S ¼ 98:7%

(f) n ¼ 6: S ¼ 40:25%

(l) n ¼ 6: S ¼ 99:3%

Fig. 3. Assignment of participants to each cluster across the ¯rst six iterations (n ¼ 1; . . . ; 6) of the
proposed FTIPC for estimating negative a®ect (a–f) and activity type (g–l). Each plot also denotes the
percentage similarity S between clusters resulting from the current (n) and previous (n  1) iteration.
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convergence in participant clustering for the FTIPC learning of negative a®ect could
also partially justify the fact that the type of activity shows the least improvement in
performance (Table 2).
We further inspect the participant clusters resulting from the GS-ML model
learned though FTIPC for all constructs (Table 4). Participant characteristics related to education, age, occupational role, and number of supervisees appear to have
the least variance among demographic features, suggesting that the resulting participant clusters can be primarily characterized along these attributes. The GS-ML
models result in similar clusters for all constructs with only minor di®erences in Groups 1
and 3. The ¯rst group (Group 1) contains participants who mostly hold a college degree,
work primarily in protective services, and supervise groups of 5–15. Participants in
Group 1 are older with mean of 41.2 years, which is higher than the overall mean of 38.5
years. The second group (Group 2) includes participants who hold a college or graduate
degree and work mostly as healthcare practitioners and in technical healthcare occupations. This group is younger with a mean age of 36.9 years and appears to have the
highest job responsibilities. The participants of the last group (Group 3) have similar
attributes to those of Group 1, since they hold a college degree, work primarily in the
healthcare support area, and their age is closer to the overall mean age.
Table 4. Top three participant demographic attributes characterizing each group learned
through FTIPC.
Construct

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Stress

Education (4.1, 0.04)
Occupation (11.8, 0.05)
Supervisees (3.7, 0.05)

Occupation (9.7, 0.01)
Age (36.9, 0.04)
Education (4.5, 0.06)

Occupation (10.7, 0.03)
Education (4.2, 0.05)
Age (39.3, 0.05)

Sleep

Occupation (11.5, 0.04)
Education (4.1, 0.05)
Age (41.5, 0.05)

Occupation (9.7, 0.01)
Age (36.4, 0.04)
Education (4.5, 0.06)

Occupation (11.0, 0.04)
Education (4.2, 0.04)
Age (39.4, 0.05)

Positive a®ect

Education (4.1, 0.04)
Occupation (11.8, 0.05)
Supervisees (3.6, 0.05)

Occupation (9.7, 0.01)
Age (36.9, 0.04)
Education (4.5, 0.06)

Occupation (10.7, 0.03)
Education (4.2, 0.05)
Age (39.3, 0.05)

Negative a®ect

Education (4.1, 0.04)
Occupation (11.8, 0.05)
Supervisees (3.7, 0.05)

Occupation (9.7, 0.01)
Age (36.9, 0.04)
Education (4.6, 0.06)

Occupation (10.8, 0.04)
Education (4.2, 0.05)
Age (39.2, 0.05)

Activity

Occupation (11.7, 0.04)
Education (4.1, 0.05)
Supervisees (3.7, 0.05)

Occupation (9.7, 0.01)
Age (36.9, 0.04)
Education (4.5, 0.06)

Occupation (10.9, 0.04)
Education (4.2, 0.04)
Age (38.9, 0.05)

Note: Each group is described be the mean  and variance  2 of the corresponding properties,
denoted as ð;  2 Þ.

After obtaining insights regarding the participant attributes of the resulting
clusters, we examine the mean and variance of well-being constructs in each cluster
(Table 5), as well as the mean and variance of selected multimodal features
(Table 6). ANOVA indicates signi¯cantly di®erent self-reported scores across groups
with respect to the type of activity, which is to be expected, since participants in each
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Table 5. Mean and variance (;  2 ) of well-being constructs for each group of participants
resulting from the group-speci¯c models, followed by ANOVA results indicating signi¯cant differences across groups.
Construct
Stress
Sleep
Positive a®ect
Negative a®ect
Activity

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

ANOVA

(1.73, 0.85)
(5.96, 3.37)
(11.42, 28.81)
(6.61, 7.94)
(5.72, 12.36)

(1.76, 0.94)
(5.87, 3.15)
(13.38, 33.09)
(6.14, 5.53)
(5.64, 12.82)

(1.81, 0.90)
(6.04, 3.6)
(11.78, 23.99)
(6.35, 6.71)
(5.15, 14.19)

Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 3:44, p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 2:19; p ¼ 0:11
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 51:84; p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 8:25; p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 10:79; p ’ 0

Table 6. Mean and standard deviation (, ) of select multimodal features for each group of participants
resulting from the group-speci¯c models of negative a®ect, followed by ANOVA results indicating signi¯cant di®erences across groups.
Feature

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

ANOVA

Heart rate
(84.12, 11.4)
(82.27, 11.03)
(83.97, 10.4)
Breathing rate
(23.88, 3.15)
(23.18, 3.23)
(24.49, 3.19)
ECG low-to-high
(2.60, 1.43)
(3.36, 2.09)
(3.01, 2.37)
frequency power
F0
(66.68, 23.18)
(78.90, 20.69)
(74.33, 21.89)
Logarithm of FFT
(1.75, 0.014)
(1.63, 0.02)
(1.67, 0.017)
magnitude (1–4 kHz)
Minutes asleep
(355.18, 137.89) (369.52, 124.79) (369.29, 129.08)

Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 3:44; p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 40:78; p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 39:03; p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 87:59; p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 25:64; p ’ 0
Fð2; 4153Þ ¼ 5:82; p ’ 0

of the groups are performing di®erent types of work-related activities. Stress, positive
a®ect, and negative a®ect also appear statistically di®erent between the three
groups. Participants of Group 1 depict the highest negative a®ect and lowest positive
a®ect. Participants in this group also depict the highest average heart rate and
lowest ratio of low-to-high frequency power in the ECG signal. Participants of Group
3, who depict the closest attributes to Group 1 (Table 4), have the second highest
negative a®ect and heart rate, as well as the second highest positive a®ect and
parasympathetic dominance. On the contrary, participants of Group 2, who work as
healthcare practitioners and appear to have high work responsibilities, depict the
highest positive a®ect, lowest negative a®ect, but moderate levels of stress. These
participants also get the lowest amount of sleep, although not statistically di®erent
from the other groups. Participants of Group 2 depict the highest F0 and their voice
has more energy content across the high-frequency range of 1000–4000 Hz.
Table 7. Spearman's correlation coe±cient between actual and estimated outcomes by the proposed
group-speci¯c FTIPC model.
Construct
Stress
Sleep
Positive a®ect
Negative a®ect
Activity

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

rsð1730Þ ¼ 0:006, p ¼ 0:8
rsð1723Þ ¼ 0:396, p ’ 0
rsð570Þ ¼ 0:094, p ¼ 0:02
rsð1798Þ ¼ 0:066, p ’ 0
rsð1567Þ ¼ 0:015, p ¼ 0:5

rsð572Þ ¼ 0:148, p ’ 0
rsð568Þ ¼ 0:351, p ’ 0
rsð1880Þ ¼ 0:089, p ’ 0
rsð570Þ ¼ 0:052, p ¼ 0:2
rsð1049Þ ¼ 0:124, p ’ 0

rsð1840Þ ¼ 0:077, p ’ 0
rsð1828Þ ¼ 0:363, p ’ 0
rsð1686Þ ¼ 0:232, p ’ 0
rsð1769Þ ¼ 0:055, p ¼ 0:02
rsð1537Þ ¼ 0:220, p ’ 0

Note: Spearman's correlation is reported as rs ðdegrees of freedomÞ ¼   value.
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We ¯nally investigate the performance of the GS-ML models in estimating the
target constructs for each cluster of participants (Table 7). The GS-ML model of
Group 3 depicts the highest Spearman's correlations for the majority of constructs
except sleep. The performance of the GS-ML models for estimating sleep appears to be
similar across all groups, potentially due to the fact that all groups appear to have
similar amount of self-reported sleep (Table 5). Group 1 depicts the lowest predictive
ability for the type of activity and stress. The opposite holds for Group 2, for which the
group-speci¯c model can reliably estimate sleep, stress, and type of activity. Post hoc

Fig. 4. Histograms depicting the distribution of labels and predictions of negative a®ect per group.
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analysis performed to identify signi¯cant di®erences between actual and estimated
outcomes for each group indicates that positive a®ect tends of be overestimated for
Group 2 (tð570Þ ¼ 2:05, p ¼ 0:03), while negative a®ect tends to be underestimated
for the same group (tð570Þ ¼ 2:31, p ¼ 0:19; Fig. 4). This means that the GS-ML
models indicate higher positive a®ect and lower negative a®ect for this group compared to the actual self-reported values. The GS-ML models also overestimate negative a®ect for Group 1 (tð1798Þ ¼ 2:05, p ¼ 0:03) and underestimate negative a®ect
for Group 3 (tð1769Þ ¼ 2:05, p ¼ 0:03), as also depicted in Fig. 4.
6. Discussion
The proposed GS-ML models yielded interesting ¯ndings in terms of the way participants express and regulate their stress and a®ect. We found that participants who
mostly hold a college degree and primarily work in protective services and healthcare
support (Groups 1 and 3) depict lower positive and higher negative a®ect compared
to healthcare practitioners with advanced degrees (Group 2). However, participants
of Group 2 depict the highest levels of stress, which might be due to the high job
responsibilities of this group. This ¯nding is also supported by prior work indicating
that job demands are associated with higher stress and anxiety for hospital workers [14, 35]. Prior research outside the ¯eld of health occupations has also identi¯ed
job-related characteristics as signi¯cant factors of stress [11, 23].
Results also revealed interesting ¯ndings in terms of the multimodal descriptors
of each participant cluster. Participants of Groups 1 and 3 depict increased heart
rate, increased voice energy content in high frequencies (1–4 kHz), and decreased
low-to-high frequency power of the ECG compared to those of Group 2. Prior work
indicates the association between prosodic measures, such as voice energy content
in high frequencies, and emotional arousal [47, 62] 

 increased arousal causes the
fast palpitation of the vocal folds, which is depicted in the corresponding prosodic
measures [24]. The measures extracted by the ECG can further provide us a view
of one's sympathetic (i.e. ``¯ght-or-°ight") and parasympathetic (i.e. self-regulation) activity [30]. Large high-frequency content of the ECG re°ects fast changes
in beat-to-beat variability due to parasympathetic activity, which contributes to
one's ability to self-regulate [30]. On the other hand, large low-frequency content is
mostly representative of sympathetic activity [8]. Thus, decreased values of lowto-high frequency power depict sympathetic activation, while increased values of
the corresponding measure indicate parasympathetic control. Our results suggest
that participants of Groups 1 and 3 potentially depict high levels emotional
arousal, approximated by the prosodic measures, but low degree of parasympathetic dominance, indicating their e®ectiveness in controlling their physiological
reactivity during moments of high emotional arousal [54]. The observed low degree
of parasympathetic dominance potentially indicates that participants in Group 2
are not as e®ective in controlling increased moments of emotional arousal and
cannot easily recover from these [54], therefore possibly justifying the high self-
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reported levels of stress. Since heart rate has been associated with both sympathetic
and parasympathetic activity [37], ¯ndings from this measure remain inconclusive.
We further observed distinct predictive ability of the GS-ML models for each
participant cluster. Best performance was attained for participants whose well-being
outcomes and multimodal features were close to the mean of the entire population
(Group 3). Participants of Group 3 also depicted ``close-to-average" demographic
and job-related characteristics (i.e. Age, Occupation, Education). These suggest that
associations between features and outcomes are strong for individuals whose sample
values are close to average. On the contrary, participants of Groups 1 and 2, who are
further away from the average, might depict extreme values, some of which are
potentially outliers (e.g. yielding from noisy conditions in ambulatory data), therefore imposing additional di±culties on the estimation task. We further noticed clear
distinctions between participants of Groups 1 and 2 in terms of model performance
for estimating stress and activity type. Since the type of activity is inherently associated with one's job responsibilities, it might be the case that the multimodal
features collected by participants of Group 2, who are mostly healthcare practitioners, were highly indicative of the activity type, while this might not be the case
for Group 1. Similarly, the high job responsibilities of participants from Group 2
might result in largely distinct multimodal patterns of stress, which might not
necessarily apply to participants of Group 1. These can potentially highlight existing
di®erences in predictive performance of ML algorithms across individuals with different degrees of job responsibilities. Finally, results revealed that the decisions of the
GS-ML models might be di®erentially biased for each group. Positive and negative
a®ect were overestimated and underestimated, respectively, for healthcare practitioners with high job responsibilities (Group 2), while ¯ndings were opposite for
individuals working in healthcare support services (Group 3). This di®erential bias
suggests that it might be bene¯cial to apply distinct decision thresholds when GSML models are used for ML-driven decision-making and support (e.g. triggering
noti¯cation, suggesting intervention).
The results of this work should be considered in the light of the following limitations. Beyond job-related factors, there are additional psychological (e.g. coping
style, self-e±cacy, resilience) and environmental (e.g. social support) characteristics
that a®ect hospital workers' self-regulation in the job environment [28, 38, 66]. The
interpretation of participant clusters conducted in this work does not consider such
factors, which are worth investigating in the future. Although we have pursued a
careful design of multimodal features, such measures are still limited by the highly
variable and noisy environmental conditions. For example, physiological measures
from the ECG are confounded by the high-frequency noise that yields from electronic
interference. Similarly, prosodic measures are a®ected by the acoustic conditions of
the room (e.g. cafeteria, patients' rooms) in which participants are located at a given
time. As part of our future work, we plan to triangulate the considered multimodal
measures with data from location sensors (e.g. beacons), which already exist in the
TILES-2018 dataset [40]. Despite the interesting ¯ndings, the proposed ML models
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depict low to moderate predictive ability of the well-being outcomes. A potential
reason for this might be the low temporal speci¯city of the labels that were used to
train the corresponding systems. Labels were collected through EMAs in certain
times of the day, and not necessarily close to the events that might actually a®ect
stress or emotional a®ect. Opportunistic sampling mechanisms that administer
EMAs based on participants' real-time data might overcome such challenges and
therefore, merit further exploration.
7. Conclusion
We designed GS-ML models for estimating well-being outcomes of hospital workers
from ambulatory behavioral data. For the majority of cases, the proposed GS-ML
learned through FTIPC outperformed general models, as well as GS-ML models that
relied on a one-time participant clustering. We also investigated the characteristics
of the participants in each cluster resulting by the proposed GS-ML models and
found that these vary in terms of demographic and job-related characteristics,
namely, age, education, occupational role, and number of supervisees. Our ¯ndings
further suggest that the identi¯ed clusters depict di®erent levels of well-being and
distinct multimodal feature spaces, therefore contributing to di®erences in predictive
performance. These might have implications to algorithmic bias when supporting
decision-making through real-life data from ambulatory conditions.
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Appendix A. Survey of Demographic and Job-related Characteristics

Table A.1 Survey-based assessment of demographic and job-related characteristics of education,
occupation, and number of supervisees.
Demographic

Assessment scale

Gender

(1) Male
(2) Female

Born in U.S.

(1) Yes
(2) No
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Table A.1 (Continued )
Demographic

Assessment scale

English native language

(1) Yes
(2) No

Education

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Job status

(1) Part-time
(2) Full-time
(1) Management
(2) Business and ¯nancial operations
(3) Computer and mathematical
(4) Architecture and engineering
(5) Life, physical, and social science
(6) Community and social services
(7) Legal services
(8) Education, training, and library services
(9) Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media
(10) Healthcare practitioners and technical healthcare occupations
(11) Healthcare support
(12) Protective services
(13) Food preparation and serving related occupations

Occupation

Some high school (or equivalent)
High school degree (or equivalent)
Some college
College degree
Some graduate school
Master's degree
Doctoral degree, such as PhD, MD, JD

Supervise

(1) Yes
(2) No

# Supervisees

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Less than 5
5–15
16–30
31–50
More than 50

Employer duration

(1)
(3)
(5)
(7)
(9)

Less than a year (2) 1 year
2 year (4) 3 years
4 years (6) 5 years
6 years (8) 7 years
8 years (10) 8þ years

Household income

(1) Less than $25,000 (2) $25,000–$49,999
(3) $50,000–$74,999 (4) $75,000–$100,000
(5) $100,000þ
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